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ABSTRACT

Educational institutions have an essential role in dealing with border issues. Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon uses border issues to develop the governance of educational institutions. This research focuses on two things. First, what are the characteristics of border-based Islamic Elementary Education management at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon? Second, how is the strength of the management in its participation in responding to border issues? Research with the qualitative method collected data through observation, interviews, and documentation. The analysis comprised three stages: data reduction, presentation, and conclusion. This Madrasah has utilized school-based management to develop border-based Islamic Elementary Education Management. Among the characteristics of border issues concerning its management is branding as the Boundary School, the orientation of student recruitment by taking community groups with problems in border areas as its customer segments, and management of learning management based on border issues. The management implementation gives strength to this Madrasah to manage aspects of the customer segment, value proposition, channel, key partnerships, key activities, and cost structure in the business management of educational institutions to deal with border issues. This Madrasah also utilizes the management to develop inclusive Islamic religious education in the border context.
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INTRODUCTION

Handling problems in border areas requires a comprehensive approach. Sebatik Island is just a backwash effect from a neighboring country¹. The problems that plague border communities have complex dimensions. Using a security approach for handling is insufficient². The government has realized the need for a policy shift in dealing with border issues. These efforts take place through a shift from a security-resilience approach to a socio-economic-based approach³. A former officer's note on his experience while serving in Sebatik states that handling border issues (from the law and security to natural

resource management) requires a constructive and comprehensive approach involving all cross-sectoral actors\(^4\). Handling border issues requires an accurate and touching approach to people’s lives, allowing the state exercises sovereignty with adequate power in the border area\(^5\). The local government must also strengthen its capacity to deal with community problems in border areas by sometimes depending on the central government\(^6\).

Educational institutions have a strategic role in dealing with border issues. Several studies have revealed the contribution of education to handling border issues on Sebatik Island; for example, the contribution of the Tapal Border School in the reconstruction of the nationalism awareness of the Sebatik people\(^7\). One of the advantages of the Tapal Border School is that this institution can provide dormitories for students from families of Indonesian Migrant Workers (IMW). Management's ability to seek donor funding is one of the keys to this success\(^8\). Another research has revealed the contribution of Islamic boarding school-based educational institutions in dealing with border issues in Sebatik, for example, the contribution of the Mutiara Bangsa Islamic Boarding School in serving education for BMI families\(^9\).

Along with the dynamics of changes in educational policy, educational institutions have the autonomy to manage their educational institutions. One form of management of educational institutions is school-based management. There are many forms of creating school-based management practices. One is that schools can use it to become school...
management based on locality issues around the school. Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has utilized school-based management to become school management based on border issues. This management choice as an alternative to school governance helps maximize its role in contributing to dealing with border issues. Several previous studies on the Sebatik Boundary School only looked at its abstract contribution to the development of nationalism. This article tries to dig deeper into the unique characteristics of school management that the Boundary School has in its participation in dealing with border issues. The unique characteristic is the development of school-based management into border-issue-based school management. Therefore, this article focuses on two things. First, what are the characteristics of management of primary Islamic Education based on border issues in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon? Second, how does the management contribute to handling border issues in Sebatik?

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This study uses a qualitative method. It uses a theoretical framework that school branding is a strategy for developing school management\(^{10}\). Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has used a branding name titled “The Boundary School.” This branding has helped Madrasah get much help from outsiders. This assistance is useful for maintaining school order and addressing the challenges of freeing students in border areas. The author collects qualitative data in the form of information about school management that Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon School applies to education services in Sebatik. The research looks at how this management’s power helps this Madrasah to participate in dealing with some border issues. Data collection took place through documentation, observation, and interviews. The author has made direct observations by looking at the implementation of teaching and learning activities at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon in July 2019. Along with observation activities, the author also conducted interviews with parties who can answer the needs of this research data. Some of the main respondents were the head of the school, two teachers from Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon, and youth representatives from Sebatik. Interviews were carried out in 2019 and were

---

continued by interviewing former volunteers and youth representatives in 2021 to update the progress of this Madrasah condition. Data collection through documentation was to collect various publications that review border issues in Sebatik in particular and border issues in other regions in general. The data from these publications helped the authors analyze the findings from observations and interviews. The author processed information from respondents and published documentation to answer the characteristics of border-based Islamic Elementary Education management and its influence in dealing with border issues. This study used analysis in three stages: data reduction, presentation, and conclusion. At the data reduction stage, the writer selected the data. The authors only used the information to answer research questions. At the data presentation stage, the authors systematically processed the information from the observations and interviews to become the narrative in writing the paper. In addition, the authors also analyzed the information from the observations and interviews with theories and findings from existing publications. The authors concluded the analysis in the final stage according to the available data and analysis. In this stage, the author presented answers to the formulation of the problem set.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Management of Primary Islamic Education Based on Border Issues

Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has implemented school management based on border issues. Several indicators show that the Madrasah uses border issues as the basis for school management. The first is branding it as The Boundary School by naming itself the "The Boundary School." The second is recruiting students living in the border areas. Hence, the primary orientation is to persuade children from IMW families to attend the Madrasah. The third is developing a curriculum according to the need to respond to border issues. One form of realization of a curriculum based on border issues is the involvement of Indonesian National Armed Forces (INAF) members to teach at this Madrasah. The presence of soldiers in teaching and learning activities has inspired the development of learning materials based on the issue of state sovereignty.

Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has a branding name titled "The Boundary School." This branding has a long history. At the beginning of its establishment, Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon Islamic was located on Jalan Asnur Daeng Pasau, RT 12, Kampung Baru Hamlet, Sungai Limau Village, Sebatik Tengah District, Nunukan Regency, North Kalimantan Province. This Madrasah has earned the nickname The Boundary School because it is near the border between Indonesia and Malaysia. This school is under the auspices of the Ar-Rashid Foundation. The use of The Boundary School has catapulted the existence of this Madrasah. Suraidah began pioneering the establishment of this Madrasah in 2012, and this Madrasah began accepting students in 2014. One year after its establishment, this Madrasah caught the attention of the national media. A film depicting the daily activities of The Boundary School was awarded the Eagle Award in 2015. This Madrasah was awarded the Jury's Recommendation Category. Two years after the award from the Eagle Award, the head of the Madrasah, Suraidah, received an award from the Presidential Working Unit for the Development of Pancasila Ideology (UKP-Pancasila) on August 21, 2017. Suraidah received the award at the Indonesian Achievement Festival in Jakarta. Suraidah is one of 72 Indonesian national figures who have received this prestigious award.

Appreciation from various parties has brought institutional benefits to the development of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon. Ultimately, this Madrasah received a wider area than the previous land. The dream of renovating the building has also become a reality, along with the success of obtaining more land. In Kampung Baru (the previous land), this Madrasah only occupied a house on stilts, a former shelter for Indonesian migrant workers who worked as gardeners in Sebatik, Malaysia. Finally, this Madrasah occupied a new land with an address in RT 14, Quran Village, Berjoko Sub-Village, Sungai Limau Village, Central Sebatik District. By getting a new location in Berjoko, the school management successfully constructed a permanent building for the school.

---

administration. The development of the building got funding from the assistance of government agencies and assistance from companies belonging to the Ministry of Government-Owned Corporation\textsuperscript{16}.

Attention to dealing with border issues has also become an orientation for Madrasah Ibtdaiyah Darul Furqon in carrying out new student recruitment activities. The target of the Madrasah is to hunt students from IMW families. The initial aim of establishing this Madrasah was to eradicate illiteracy and bring educational facilities closer to children from IMW families in the Sebatik area. Suraidah said she felt sorry for border children and IMW families who had difficulty accessing educational facilities. The few educational facilities make accessing education difficult for border children from non-IMW families. Meanwhile, children from BMI families have multiple difficulties\textsuperscript{17}. The difficulties of families of Indonesian migrant workers in accessing education are not only in Suraidah's view. Almost all reports regarding the condition of education in Sebatik always discuss these difficulties\textsuperscript{18}.

Geographically, children from IMW families live in Sebatik, Malaysia, with their parents. Several people from Sebatik, Indonesia, chose to become IMW as plantation workers in Sebatik, Malaysia. This choice occurred because being a farmer in Sebatik, Indonesia did not promote welfare. One study classified the income of rice farmers in Sebatik as less prosperous\textsuperscript{19}. Some people leave their profession as farmers to become entrepreneurs to survive in Sebatik, Indonesia\textsuperscript{20}. There are villages for IMW in Sebatik, Malaysia. The villages are Bergosong and Bernyoko, located in Sebatik, Malaysia\textsuperscript{21}.

\textsuperscript{16} Results of the Observation at Madrasah Ibtdaiyah Darul Furqon, Sebatik, July 2019.
\textsuperscript{17} Interview with Suraidah, the Head of Madrasah Ibtdaiyah Darul Furqon, Sebatik, July 23, 2019.
Children from IMW families experience difficulties in terms of mileage. The village is about 10 kilometers from Sungai Limau Village, Sebatik District, Indonesian territory, where the Darul Furqon Islamic Elementary School is located. Along the distance, there is no public transportation. The environment that surrounds the road along the distance is an oil palm plantation, so there are still frequent attacks from wild animals such as wild boars and snakes. In addition, another obstacle is that parents are happier if their children help work in the garden than go to school. Children also become cheap labor.

Since the Malaysian government banned access for Indonesian children to Malaysian schools, many children from IMW families need to be made literate. This deplorable condition prompted Suraidah to hunt for children from IMW families so they would be willing to attend Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon. Suraidah said that the struggle to find students from IMW families was a challenging thing. Moreover, they live in Sebatik, Malaysia. When trying to find students from IMW families, Suraidah once failed to enter Sebatik, Malaysia, because the Malaysian Police banned her. Then, Suraidah tried to show a photo of herself with the Consulate of the Republic of Indonesia (KRI) in Tawau State. The designation of the photo aims to convince the Malaysian Police that she is an educational activist and that her goal of entering Malaysian territory is not for illegal activities. Its activities are solely for the benefit of humanity. This strategy paid off, and Suraidah could enter Sebatik, Malaysia, to conduct student recruitment. As a result of Suraidah's hard work, in 2017, this Madrasah had 22 students hailing from the Malaysian region. They are children of IMW families working in oil palm plantations in Malaysia. The number of students from IMW families increased in 2019. They numbered 25 children.

---


24 Admin, “Pahlawan Pendidikan Mengabdi Di Perbatasan.”


management at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon is the development of a border-based curriculum. One partner that continues to help until today is the Indonesian National Armed Forces (INAF). The involvement of INAF members has provided a sense of security for residents of this Madrasah. The school's location in the middle of a deserted oil palm forest could invite robbery. The presence of INAF members is an essential guarantee against possible crimes. In addition to security, the presence of INAF members also strengthens attention to the issue of nationalism in learning about Indonesia at this Madrasah. Some school activities as contributions of INAF members are marches, ceremonies, introduction to essential nationalism, etc.\(^\text{27}\) Even though this Madrasah is located in the remote area of Sebatik, the participation of the Madrasah students is always consistent in the annual ceremony commemorating the anniversary of the independence of the Republic of Indonesia in August. Every year, the students and teachers of this Madrasah always take part in the commemoration of Indonesia's Independence Day. Moments like these further strengthened their sense of nationalism\(^\text{28}\). In fact, some participants moved and took part in the independence ceremony and were grateful to be Indonesian citizens\(^\text{29}\).

**Strength of The Madrasah in Responding to Border Issues**

This study found that school management based on border issues has helped Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to organize educational institution governance with added value in dealing with border issues. The management has provided several powers to deal with border issues in Sebatik. The authors had read some of these strengths with the business model canvas analysis. Some of the more valuable aspects of Madrasah management are customer segment, value proposition, channel, key partnership, key activities, and cost structure. This study also found that Madrasah utilized the primacy of Islamic religious education as the ultimate strength and characteristic of Islamic primary educational institutions in dealing with border issues in Sebatik.


The first strength is the ability of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to manage customer segments from troubled groups in the border region. This Madrasah places border children as customer segments. The data shows two categories of border children studying at this Madrasah. The first is border children from IMW families. They face the challenge of splitting their nationalism awareness due to the swift flow of Malaysian media and culture into their daily space. They are closer and often listen to Malaysian songs because the television signal is closer to Malaysia. The second is students from non-IMW families. Although students' daily experiences in the second category do not frequently clash directly with Malaysian culture, the diversity of their family origins creates social problems in the border areas.

The existence of border children in the first category shows the success of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon in providing solutions for children from IMW families. They often need help fulfilling the entry and exit administration at the border guard post. Establishing guard posts is an agenda of the national interest of the Malaysian-Indonesian state to prevent smuggling. The rat route between the two countries is a hot spot for illegal trade. Even though the initial purpose of establishing the post was to protect the two countries’ national interests, this could backfire, harming the interests of the children of Indonesian Migrant Workers' families. The difficulty of fulfilling administration for border residents triggers the reluctance of parents of IMW families to send their children to school in Indonesian territory. Another obstacle is geographical conditions. The distance between the school and the place where the parents live is the most significant factor determining the continuity of the children of IMW families to continue their studies. The many obstacles have encouraged schools to try to solve them for the sake of the continuity of education and the inculcation of nationalism through education. Students from IMW families need more attention so that their learning process is safe and comfortable. Recruitment of students from IMW families shows Madrasah's expertise in making vulnerable groups in border areas the target of the customer segment, which gets

serious attention. This Madrasah has a customer segment as a clear target in handling border issues. They are border children, especially children of IMW families whose parents work in the Sebatik region of Malaysia. As a customer segment, the children from the IMW families received a solution through guidance to become a border community with strong nationalism\(^{33}\). Children from IMW families can interpret nationalism as a feeling of love, pride, and willingness to sacrifice for the sake of the Nation and State\(^{34}\).

Meanwhile, recruiting students from non-IMW families also has significant value in dealing with border issues. Some students in this second category come from families with different social and cultural backgrounds. Among the forms of diversity are differences in origin, namely competition between native peoples and immigrant families. Meeting children from families with different backgrounds has reduced the gap caused by the differences in the social groups of immigrants and natives. The original inhabitants of Sebatik are the Tidung people, but they are starting to lose from the domination of newcomers, like the Bugis\(^{35}\). Bugis migrants have become important actors in developing the islands of Sebatik and Nunukan\(^{36}\). The meeting of their children at school has strengthened the unity of the Sebatik community. Feelings as fellow border residents become social capital to strengthen their relationship. Social capital is crucial for forming a good school culture\(^{37}\).

The second strength is the ability of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to produce a value proposition by using the name "The Boundary School" as a short message to build its branding. This Madrasah has proven to use this branding to fulfill two interests


simultaneously in dealing with border issues. The first interest is to assist the state or government in fulfilling the right to education for border communities. The presence of this Madrasah has alleviated the problem of difficult access to educational institutions. The second interest is using the program to fulfill the right to education and, at the same time, instill nationalism in border communities\textsuperscript{38}. The branding of "The Boundary School" has inspired school management to do more activities with the nuances of building nationalism. Teaching citizenship, defending the country, singing the Indonesia Raya anthem, and scouting extracurriculars, marches, and flag ceremonies\textsuperscript{39} are learning activities to strengthen nationalism. Some of these learning activities have become the flagship program of this Madrasah. For the people of Sebatik, overcoming border problems means overcoming their local problems. However, the impact of success in overcoming these local problems will provide positive values at the national and international levels. The local problems of the Sebatik community are national and international problems. Therefore, learning by utilizing local issues in Sebatik will produce experiences to learn to understand national and international issues. Not all the benefits of local wisdom stop at local communities. Education that often utilizes local wisdom will produce excellent students who uphold the Nation's noble values\textsuperscript{40}.

The third power is the aspect channel, namely the ability of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to position itself to bridge the government's interests with the needs of border communities. The government's interest is state sovereignty over border areas and residents. In contrast, the need for border communities is the presence of the state to meet all their needs, including educational needs. This Madrasah has taken on the role of covering up the lack of educational facilities from the state in meeting border communities in remote Sebatik. This Madrasah has played a role in covering the gap in central government policies that have yet to touch the people of remote Sebatik optimally. Problems with children's education from IMW families have yet to receive good


treatment. This problem happens because there still needs to be more policy synergy between the central government and the regions. On the one hand, the Nunukan Regional Government considers that BMI is not the responsibility of the regional government because it is a matter for the central government. However, on the other hand, the central government's power is still too minimal to reach services for the Indonesian Migrant Workers who are in remote areas of Sebatik, and even those remote areas are included in the territory of Malaysia. At least an educational institution such as this Madrasah contributes to unraveling the impression of neglecting children's education from IMW families. One study has acknowledged the contribution of educational institutions such as this Madrasah in improving the fate of Indonesian migrant workers. This school has become a pioneer of concern for the fate and future of border children to obtain a proper and quality education\textsuperscript{41}.

The fourth strength is that Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has key partnerships helpful in improving the quality of educational services. Many partners providing good relations to this Madrasah show the strength of key partnerships at this Madrasah. Some of these Madrasah partners are government agencies, universities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), certain community groups, and the media. The partners from government elements are some companies from the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprise participating in helping build dormitories and procure school facilities at this Madrasah. Pertamina and several state-owned banks have helped provide dormitories and school equipment. The dormitory building has made it easier for schools to provide facilities for children from IMW families to settle in the school environment. Students do not have to commute from and to camps where their parents live. They are free from administrative problems going in and out of border posts, which is often the reason why some children from IMW families choose not to go to school. The availability of these dormitories is a solution to complaints about public facilities, long distances from homes, and reducing complaints about the high cost of education for IMW families. In 2019, 25 children from families of Indonesian migrant workers received boarding facilities from this Madrasah, so these facilities discouraged them from leaving school\textsuperscript{42}.


\textsuperscript{42} Santosa and Kamala, “Reconstruction Of Nationalism Awareness Through Education In The
Another form of partnership with government elements is assistance from INAF members. The soldiers have provided security guarantees and become additional teachers to educate students. Another government assistance scheme for MI Darul Furqon is the Program of Sarjana Mengajar. This program is a solution to the need for more border-area teachers. These scholars practice knowledge and skills regarding teaching procedures. Before plunging into the border area, the undergraduate participants in this program had equipped themselves with teaching skills and abilities from lectures. Thus, these scholars can help educational institutions in border areas such as Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to provide educational services to border children (including children from BMI families) to get a good education and develop nationalism. Several studies have acknowledged the benefits of these activities. Implementing this program continues beyond fulfilling border children's right to education. The implementation of this program developed into a medium to foster a spirit of nationalism because of the creativity of the actors in preparing learning materials from national cultural materials, local culture, citizenship, and discussion of Pancasila.

The Program of Sarjana Mengajar is a good form of innovation. The government must always support its implementation by continuing to evaluate every implementation. This program can support educational institutions in border areas. In addition to increasing the availability of teachers, this program also contributes to forming a forum for State Defense Cadres. The existence of this forum on Sebatik Island has a strategic role in maintaining the sense of nationalism in the community. These cadres’ existence assists in overseeing the dynamics of cross-border countries in these border areas. Many studies state that this program has a positive impact on border communities. They feel motivated by educated young people in the border area. This program has inspired people in the border areas to get a better education and advance the lives of their homeland. This program is in line with the need for education in border areas. The community hopes that the Regional Government of Nunukan Regency can also contribute to developing and

---


maintaining the sustainability of this program. Indeed, it is good for fulfilling the right to education for children in border areas so that they can impact the development of education in the Indonesia-Malaysia border area in general.

The presence of non-governmental organizations can be seen in the assistance from Dompet Dhuafa to provide teaching staff for Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon. This institution gives teachers on a particular time contract to teach at this Madrasah. The contract system is part of human resource management. Management of human resources has a significant role in determining the quality of teachers. The teacher's salary is not from this Madrasah but from Dompet Dhuafa. In addition to salary, the teacher also gets travel and living allowances while living there. This program is beneficial for this Madrasah in increasing teaching staff. The existence of teachers is vital to transfer nationality lessons to students. This positive partnership for the Madrasah also comes from community groups. A youth group from the Sebatik region established the Rumah Baca Teras Perbatasan Sebatik (RUMBATAS). This group consists of the Sebatik Youth from students and graduates from various universities in the country and abroad. They donate and solicit donations from outside parties to provide reading materials for educational institutions in the Sebatik area. This Madrasah is one of those having benefited from the Sebatik youth program.

The role of digital electronic media is also one of the actor's key partnerships. The media not only carries out its role of providing information to the public but also acts as a tool to strengthen nationalism amidst the media siege from Malaysia. The media actively reports on the activities of educational institutions in the Sebatik region, especially Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon. The existence of this Madrasah is well-known in digital electronic media under the name "The Boundary School." Framing from the media has encouraged members of The House of Representatives to visit the

----


48 Interview with Muhammad Rizal, a youth from Sebatik, founder of the Rumah Baca Teras Perbatasan Sebatik, North Kalimantan, October 2, 2021.
Boundary School\textsuperscript{49}. The amount of attention from outsiders is also due to the role of the media. The media has helped this Madrasah get a critical partnership with parties who can provide good relations. This Madrasah collaboration with several of these parties has represented the contribution of education in developing national character in the communities bordering the island of Sebatik. This national character will be a provision for students in daily life oriented to the interests of the Nation and state. Reflection on daily life can provide positive meaning in understanding the relationship between Malaysia and Indonesia\textsuperscript{50}. The long-term interest in building national character is to increase the capacity of future generations of border communities to respond to border issues from various aspects, namely economic, political, educational, and social\textsuperscript{51}. In the end, integrating the government, military, companies, NGOs, and community groups in implementing education on Sebatik Island will become the power of the entire people to maintain Indonesia's sovereignty. Developing a defense and security system in the border region requires a model such as the universal people's defense and security system (Sishankamrata)\textsuperscript{52}.

The fifth strength is Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon's ability to innovate key education services activities to respond to border issues. Ideally, a macro education service program to reduce border problems is as follows: providing education that is appropriate for the conditions at the border, facilitating school access, increasing enrollment rates by encouraging children to attend school, reducing dropout rates, involving community participation in supporting their children to schools, and building educational support infrastructure. Meanwhile, micro-activities in schools to strengthen nationalism include ceremonies, marches, memorizing the national anthem, delivering

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{50} Mohd Kamarulnizam Abdullah, Abdul Rahim Anuar, and Abubakar Eby Hara, “Contesting Authority Discourses In Defining Relations Between Indonesia And Malaysia: A Case Study In The Kalimantan Border Areas,” Journal of International Studies 18 (October 16, 2022), https://doi.org/10.32890/jis2022.18.7.


\end{footnotesize}
national material, and developing a nationalism-contained curriculum. This Madrasah has processed the implementation key activities in three categories: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

The cognitive aspect is a category of educational activities to train students' ability to reason or think. Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has used this cognitive activity to train students to use Indonesian more often than their local and Malaysian languages. In the Sebatik region, the contest over using the three languages is part of the contest over pride in one's own country. Students' ability to use Indonesian is challenged by the way of thinking of people who prefer to identify as Malays. This awareness causes ordinary people to use the local Malay language more often. The cognitive activity in Madrasah will reduce the frequency of students using the local Malay language. Learning Indonesian is an essential medium for strengthening the national identity of border children. Using the Indonesian language awakens pride in the Indonesian Nation.

Another way of learning the language is by memorizing the national anthem in the morning. The model of learning the national anthem through the activity of morning assembly is to create an interactive learning experience between students and teachers. The interactive learning experience will affect the character of student independence. The learning models contain the communicative-based learning experience. It will train students' verbal abilities. Learning Indonesian at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon sometimes employs psychomotor abilities. This method occurs in learning that encourages students to speak Indonesian in daily school activities. The habituation of using Indonesian is a strategy for implementing language learning by emphasizing

---


students' speaking skills. Speaking activity models are essential for effective language learning\(^\text{58}\). Innovation in learning Indonesian is essential not only for cultivating nationalism but also for meeting the High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) targets from the Ministry of Education and Culture (MOEC)\(^\text{59}\).

Another category of key activities is an affective activity. This activity stimulates students' emotions, such as appreciation, values, feelings, enthusiasm, interests, and attitudes toward the country's development. The benefit of the affective aspect is a feeling of pride and loyalty to the country, even in a state of limitations within the country\(^\text{60}\). Affective activity will help construct students' awareness that the common enemy is the feeling of dependence on other countries\(^\text{61}\). Reducing dependence is vital to strengthening pride in one's own country. Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has carried out affective activities by increasing teaching and learning activities that invite students to reflect on the people's struggles and heroes in establishing the State of Indonesia. Such learning utilizes the discovery learning model to improve students’ critical thinking\(^\text{62}\). Such school activities are vital to fortify border residents from the tendency to regard life in Malaysia as ideal because Malaysian television often conveys the meaning and values of Malaysian nationality to Indonesians\(^\text{63}\).

The last category of key activities is psychomotor. Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has processed these psychomotor activities not only to train students' physical health. This Madrasah has also cultivated this activity to forge students' spiritual fitness in strengthening their sense of nationalism. Development in the psychomotor field can be


seen in the extraordinary enthusiasm of students in participating in extracurricular activities such as Scouting. Through the activities, they gain a more robust understanding of nationalism\textsuperscript{64}. Psychomotor education activities in the Madrasah more often use learning activities outside the classroom. The learning method with outdoor study facilitates student collaboration\textsuperscript{65}. Psychomotor activity in this Madrasah has followed the trend of management of educational services from other educational institutions involving youth organizations in developing extra-school activities. The involvement of youth organizations does not only provide positive value in developing nationalism for students. This model of involvement is also beneficial for strengthening nationalism for youth. This management is following the orientation of the youth organization in Sebatik, which is oriented towards directing youth to be committed to carrying out activities for the internal interests of the organization and public interests\textsuperscript{66}.

The sixth strength is the ability of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to take advantage of its key partnership to support the fulfillment of the cost structure. This Madrasah has advantages in fulfillment cost structure because the funding source does not only come from one source. This educational institution can get funding from the government, private institutions, parents, the business world, and other sources. The many categories of funding sources provide good quality education to serve border communities. The assistance from the central government, regional governments, the private sector such as Dompet Dhuafa, state-owned enterprises, and participation from community groups is sometimes in the form of money. The supports include building construction, grants of school equipment, the assistance of ideas to develop the Madrasah institutions, assistance of teaching staff to reduce the gap in the number of permanent teachers, the assistance of Madrasah’s news coverage to attract the attention of the wider community, and other non-financial assistance that helps school management maintain its sustainability to serve border communities. All these forms of assistance have


supported Madrasah in providing educational services with comfortable building facilities, complete school equipment, skilled teachers and education staff, and an appropriate curriculum for the border conditions. Utilizing the key partnership for cost structure has supported Madrasah in implementing the delayed issues. The financial problem is no longer the dominant factor that buries Madrasah's dreams of innovating in education. This best practice in the Madrasah provides lessons about fundamental values that every educational institution must have to overcome cost structure with a partnership approach. The partnership's sustainability is based on three basic values: integrity, work ethic, and cooperation\(^67\). Coincidentally, this Madrasah was able to implement these basic values to respond to issues around borders.

The last strength, but not the least, is the ability of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon to manage its institutional characteristics as an Islamic Elementary education institution to spread the idea of tolerant Islam. This Madrasah has positioned itself as an educational institution that describes a friendly Islam. This movement is crucial to overcome the possibility of horizontal conflict in society due to religious differences. The added value of Islamic Religious Education at this Madrasah does not only instill tolerance education. Islamic religious education in the Madrasah is also helpful in integrating the Islamic spirit and patriotism. The Madrasah students learn to love the Indonesian state and Islam. The potential for conflict in the name of religion could occur on Sebatik Island. Sebatik Island residents are not only Muslim but also Catholic and Protestant. The implementation of the integration of Islamic religious education with the spirit of nationalism can be manifested in the forging of student character. They learn to have honest, responsible, helpful behavior and other good characteristics to build the Indonesian Nation\(^68\). Some moderate Islamic values that can be the development of Islamic education in Madrasas are equality, brotherhood, progress, openness, justice, balance, tolerance, and moderation\(^69\). The orientation of religious education in this

---


\(^{68}\) Interview with Nailul Maghfiroh, October 2, 2021. A Volunteer Teacher at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon. Nailul is a contract teacher from Dompet Dhuafa 2019-2020.

Madrasah is in harmony with the orientation of the interfaith youth movement in Berjoko. Berjoko Sub-Village has an interfaith youth organization called OM JOKO (Berjoko Youth). This one is a joint organization of mosque and church youth. This organization is concerned with building a spirit of nationalism by combining the strengths of interfaith cooperation.70

CONCLUSION

Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon has implemented management of Islamic elementary education based on border issues. The use of this management departs from the development of the concept of school-based management. In this concept, educational institutions have broad autonomy to develop their governance based on the characteristics of the area where the schools are located. Among the characteristics of border issues as an orientation of its management is the branding of "The Boundary School," the orientation of student recruitment by taking troubled community groups in border areas as its customer segment, and the management of the learning process based on border issues.

By taking advantage of border issues, the management of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Darul Furqon can effectively manage this Islamic elementary education institution to overcome border issues. This effectiveness can be seen from the Madrasah management's ability to maintain the school's sustainability amidst the challenges of limited human and financial resources in border areas. On the one hand, the Madrasah management can meet the needs of border communities. In 2019, 25 children from families of Indonesian migrant workers attended this Madrasah because they received boarding facilities. On the other hand, this Madrasah can survive to maintain its sustainability because of its expertise in fulfilling the cost structure by relying on partnerships with outsiders. This Madrasa does not charge the parents of students for the construction of school buildings, student dormitories, procurement of school equipment, and other school financings because this madrasa can get funding from outsiders.

---
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